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Dangerous Liaisons: learning from 
the past, looking to the future 

1. What’s gone well 
“Smile” by Simon, licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0  
Available: https://www.flickr.com/photos/red5standingby/587012250
Use statistics to impress! 
Use their channels, not yours 

Look out for 
opportunities 
Invest in relationships 
 
 
2. What’s not gone so well 
“Sad Banana” by cranrob, licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 
Available: https://www.flickr.com/photos/cranrob/3144249276  
How do you build subject 
knowledge quickly? 
Available at: https://www.flickr.com/photos/56866338@N06/8726823126/  
Different departments 
 = different worlds 

Spreadsheet overkill? 
Stalking is wrong 
​"Stalking" by Paul Reynolds, available under a CC BY 2.0 license.  
Available: https://www.flickr.com/photos/bigtallguy/131956785  
 
 
“the-future-next-exit” by Buck, licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 
Available: https://www.flickr.com/photos/buckaroobay/3721809183  
3. 
“Photo of one of the Study Rooms in the American University of Rome’s Evans Hall Library” by Emerald22, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 
Available: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:AUR_Library_Study_Room.jpg  
Sit on other people's chairs 

Create a knowledge base 
Book time out 
“Brian Hunter, 1984” by LSE Library. No known copyright restrictions. 
Available: https://www.flickr.com/photos/lselibrary/3925713065/in/album-72157622616789324/  
Brian says Relax 
Any questions? 
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